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OUTSTANDING COVER

This wonderf'ul cover recently came into the possession of
Lt. Col. G. H. Latham, who specialises in the postal history of Tien Tsin
and who :readily consented to lend it to us for recording in our Journal.
The strip of four 1 Ok and pair of 3k stamps are on horizontally
laid paper and they are cancelled with three strikes in black of the
double-lined rectangular-framed cancellation "TIEN TSIN FOCHT. KONT."
We- have seen parts of this cancellation on stamps, but it is the first
time we have seen it on cover, and it is in fact, the earliest cover we
have seen wi. th Russian st~s used in China.
The circular postmark on the obverse is of the frontier town
KI.AKHTA 1 MAY 1"875, and there is another postmark of K.iakhta on the .
reverse of ? 3 May 1875, accompanied by a MOSCOW V :EXSPED. 11 JUN. 1875
and the English postmark DEREH.AM JU 28 75.

A.H.W.
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POSTAL CANCELLATIONS OF THE TRANSCAUC.ASI.AN RAILWAY
By P. T. Ashford.
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(I)

INTRODUCTION
The Transcaucasian Rail way was con:nnenced by an English Company in
1867 with the initial object of linking the Russian Black Sea Port of Foti
and the Transcaucasian Capital City of Tiflis, though eventually to
extend to the Caspian Sea port and oil-producing centre of Baku. The
Imperial Russian Government encouraged the scheme as the railway would
prove. of great milita:r:y and strategical value in possible operations against
Turkey, and when finally completed to Baku, would offer ideal transportation
for exports of oil to European markets.
The English Company commencing operations got into difficulties
af'ter a time, and the project was continued by a company from France which,
in turn, had to give way to a further English concern finally to complete
the stage from Foti to Tiflis, with the assistance of the Imperial
Government, in October, 1872.
Foti was chosen to be the railhead because at the time Batum, the
only other harbour situated on that part of the Black Sea coast was then
still under Turkish rule. In point of fact, agreement had been reached
between Turkey and Russia at the Treaty of Adrianople in 1829, for the
bounda:r:y between the two countries to be fbred at the Chorok river, a
stream running south of Batum. This agreement meant that Russia obtained
the coveted harbour of Batum, wh.tch even in those days was the only
satisfactory anchorage on that part of the coast and was the only harbour
capable of IID.lch development. By some trick of fate, those responsible for
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drawing up the Treaty, subsequently signed and ratified by the Powers, inserted
instead of the Chorok river, the name of the Cholok, another river entirely,
situated to the north of Batum. Thus Batum was left in Turkish hands and Russia,
for the time being, lost this Illllch desired outlet for her Transcaucasian trade.
Had the error occured between private persons no doubt the deed would have been
re-formed after resort to legal action, but happening between countries, and
without the possibility of reference to an International Court, no remedy was
available.
Russia had therefore to make the best use of what seaboard remained in her
hands, so an attempt to manufacture harbour works at Foti was made
In low,
marshy ground, the place grew from a cluster of huts about a Turkish fort to a
town of some thousands of people. Due, however, to the very poor anchorage, and
a IID.ld bar which failed to allow any vessel drawing more than four feet of water
to enter, the harbour at Foti hardly proved a satisfactory railhead. Many people
suggested that Sukhum, some eighty miles to the north, where there was a better
road.stead, should have been the terminus, but no doubt financial considerations
made those building the railway finally decide on Foti,
c

The British engineers were not obliged to face many constructional
difficulties ( though they suffered from fevers while working in the lowlying
districts of Imeretia) until they reached the Suram range of hills half way
between Foti and Tiflis. This ridge, though of considerable meteorological
significance (on one side it obstructs the dry, cold winds from Asia, while on
the other it stops the rain clouds coming over from the Black Sea, thereby
considerably affecting the climates of both Mingrelia and Georgia) is not very
high, being roughly 1,000 ft. above the town of Suram and a matter of 3,600 ft.
above sea level. Nevertheless, it proved the only great difficulty in the
construction of the railway, The engineers wanted to tunnel through the ridge
but the Russians shrank from the cost and preferred to take the line over the top;
a plan which not only proved more expensive in the long run, but which later had
to be scrapped completely because of traffic congestion, and the construction of
the originally projected tunnel (2½ miles long) had to be proceeded with. The
resultant incline from taking the line over the ridge from Suram to Poni (3!rds.
miles) and down the other side to Bejatonbani (G;-rd. miles) - at times an incline
of 1 in 20, and one of the steepest stretches of railway line then in operation required the special use of two British Fairlie banking engines to each train.
As traffic moved at a very slow pace over this stretch of single line the congestion
- as the line became busier - can be understood. Not until the tunnel was
constructed in 1887 at Tsipa was working greatly simplified.
Tiflis was finally gained in 1872 and the line from Foti to Tiflis opened
in October of that year. The gauge of the single line railway was the same as
that of other Russian railways, measuring five feet. Most of the railway engines
and rolling stock were of Russian origin and manufacture, although Capt.A.Le Messurier
reported in 1887 that he examined a locomotive at Tiflis marked 'Yorkshire
Engineering Co. Ltd. No. 102. Meadow Hill Works, 1869, Sheffield' .
During the period of construction in 1871 , Sir Arthur Cunynghame complained
that the sum demanded for two second class tickets equalled the price of posting
the same distance for two persons in a carriage, and pointed out that if the price
of freight was going to be charged in -!;he same proportion, then there was hardly
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any encouragement to make use o:f the railway in preference to the road . Actuall.y
the high cost o:f freightage was a question which troubled the railway authorities
at a later date.
The Con:q:,any entrusted with the extension of the line from Tif'lis to Baku
pushed on, but con:q:,letion of this stretch of railway dragged on inte:nninably,
largely through financial difficulties. This state of af'fairs indirectly led to
the appearance o:f the Rothschilds with their millions on the Transcaucasian scene,
who registered 1 The Caspian and Black Sea Conq,any' at Batum in 1883, having as its
object 'the production, treatment, transport and sale of Russian petroleum' . The
constructors of the railway approached them for financial aid, and they introduced
- over a short period - well over two million pounds. Thus the line to Baku was
eventually con:q:,leted in April 1883 and commenced through working :from Poti to
Baku, and also from Batum - :for a linking line had been constructed to Samtredi
from Batum - now that it had become Russian by the Treaty of Berlin, :following the
Russo-Turkish War of 1877. The Batum-Baku line - as might be expected - became the
main line for East-West train worlcing, local trains continuing to ply between Poti
and Samtredi.
The effect upon trade, now that · the link between the Black and Ca~ian Seas
had been made, must have been considerable . Until then, Baku oil found its way to
Europe in quantities hardly worth considering. The con:q:,letion of' the Transc2,ucasi an Railway reduced the distance :from the earlier 2,000 miles by water and
rail to Baltic ports, to 56o miles at a stroke, and despite the high freight charge
of £1 per ton for the distance, Baku oil was now within reach of the European
customer. Previously, re:fineries in Baku had been obliged to close down during the
winter months, as the only practical outlet :for the consignments o:f oil was via
the Caspian Sea; they were now able to work all the year round. Nevertheless,
di:f:ficulties in the transport o:f oil were not over, and among further troubles
encountered were shortages of oil transporting wagons, as well as congestion o:f
traf':fic at the Suram Pass. Traf':fic congestion was further increased when the Russian
Government allowed the chief :refiners to run their own tank wagons on the line, a
concession of which they immediately took advantage.
There were special arrangements and rates for the carriage of naptha and
kerosine . At Baku, special pipes were installed along the sidings to :fill the
wagons, and at Batum the fuel was pun:q:,ed from the quay directly into waiting tankers.
Later on the Russian Government gave permission to the refiners to construct the
oil pipe line from Baku to Batum, though part o:f the pipe did not start working
until 1900 and it was not con:q:,leted until 1905. Small companies and less w~al thy
operators continued to transport their oil by rail .
In 1887, the 220 mile run :from Batum to Ti:flis took 14½ hours, giving a
through rate o:f 15½ miles per hour . Stoppages amounted to 2½ hours, thus making a
running speed of 19 m.p .h . From Ti:flis to Baku the 34.2 miles were con:q:,leted in
17 hours, a through speed o:f 20 m.p.h " Stoppages made 2½ hours so consequently
m. p.h. By 1914- the travelling time :from
the nmning speed :for this line was
Batum to Tif'lis had been reduced to 11 2 hours and :from Tif'lis to Baku, 13 hours.

23t

Postal Vans were attached to most passenger trains and where these were
omitted, a whole con:q:,artment was usually set aside :for the carriage o:f mail. It
is interesting to note the comments made by William E. Curtis, an American visiting
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Transcaucasia in 1911 on the conveyance of mail. "There is a military guard on every
train, always occupying the car next to the locomotive, and at every station where
the train stops, the soldiers are the first to alight and assume defensive positions.
This is in addition to the locel Police who are also in evidence in every direction .
When a train comes into Tiflis the guard alights and ta.lees a position around the
mail and express car, where it remains until all the passengers have disembarked and
gone their way , Then the mail car is opened, the bags and express packages of value
are placed in steel safes, which are lifted upon light wagons drawn by three horses".
By 1920 the follovri.ng additional lines had been added to the System: TIFLIS-ERIV.AN-D'mULFA
This line runs south from Tiflis, via Erivan, to Dzhulfa - connecting the
Annenian cities and the Persian border with Tiflis, and in turn via Baku, with the
rest of Russia . It was opened to Alexandropol in the late 19th Century, when the
line to Kars (mentioned below) was constructed, and continued to Erivan and Dzhulfa
after an interval of some years. Due to natural obstacles the line ma.lees a long
detour to the right round Mount Alagoz, eventually approaching Erivan from the south.
South and North going trains both enter Erivan through a short stretch of line from
UlukhanJ.u junction, and are shunted out again after calling at the Erivan tenninus
to continue their journey in the appropriate direction.

ALEX.ANDROPOL-KARS-SARY K.AMYSH
From Alexandropol, a line was constructed to Kars, being further extended
to Sary Kamysh near the (then) Turkish border f'or military purposes in 1914. The
Kars-Sary Kamysh portion was, however, of' narrow gauge only.

BAKU-SURAKHANY AND BAKU-SABUNCHI
These short lines were originally oonstructed as early as 1879 by the
Imperial Government in order to connect the oil wells at Sura.lchany, Sahunchi and
Bala.lchani with the ref'ineries in Baku. They were ahsorbed into the Transcaucasian
Railway system on completion of' the Batum-Ba.lcu line ,
SAMTREDI-POTI
Although this route was part of the original ma.in line to Foti, f'or
administrative purposes it later became a branch line as the East-West traffic
was routed to tenninate at Batum,

RION-KUTAIS-TKVIBULI
A branch line to cater for the hill town of Kutais and further north to
Tkvibuli.
MIKHAILOVO-SURAM
A very short run of 6 versts connecting the town of Suram with the main
line at Mikhailovo ,
MIKH.AILOVO-BORZHOM; BORZHOM-BAKURIANI; BORZHOM PJ..BK.
Auxiliary services from the main line, feeding various hill resorts
popular during the hot summer months . Borzhom station was several versts away
from the town, and a short railway ran passengers to Borzhom Park station, in the
more fashionable part of the tovm , A narrow gauge railway ran to Bakuriani from
Borzhom station, a distance of 27 miles , Baedeker's Guide remarks that the journey
was a very attractive one, and the line ascended circuitously through the valley
of the Chornaya Rechka, which prompted the authorities to use open Observation Cars
on the route.
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SHORAPAN--CHI.ATURY-SACEKHERI
A narrow gauge line linking the main line at Shorapan with the famous
manganese mines at Chiatury, and also with the town of Sachkheri. It may be mentioned
here that most travel books, including Baedeker' s Guide, and also the Russian
Railway Timetable (in the Library of Mr .W.E .Kethro) refer to 'Shorapan' as
'Sharopan', but the Russian Postal List, and also postal cancellations give the
spelling as 'Shorapan' which has been used in this article.
TIFLIS-SIGN.AKH-TELAV
Built in 1914, this line served the districts of Signakh and Telav, in
Kakhetia, to the north-east of Tiflis. Extensions may have been made later to
Zakatali .
GORI-OilOBI
An early branch line connecting Gori with Chiobi. It does ncbt appear to
have been used for the transmission of mail and it is even doubtful whether the
line remained in use for long.
(II)
( a)

POSTAL CANCELLATIONS Ji.SSOCIATED WITH THE RAILWAY
RAILWAY POSTAL WAGON CANCELLATIONS

Poti-Tiflis type
The earliest cancellation seen a:> far is an example of the general
type used in Russia in the 1870' s, and was used on the Poti-Tiflis line before the
link with Baku in 1883. It is probable that the complete wording reads as given
below, al though only one incomplete example has been recorded yet, in the
collection of Mr.W.E.Kethro.
(i)

POSTAL WAGON POTI-TIFLIS (with possibly

1 'I'RANSCA'OOASIAN

RAILWAY' at the foot)
(see fig . 1)

This example has a number impressed horisontally beside the date, which has
been ascribed to that of the number of the station en route at which the letter was
posted aboard the train.
Round Postal Wagon type; Routes nos. 95/96.
After the extension of the railway to Baku in 1883, the route was
given the Postal Route Numbers of 95 in the East-West direction from Baku to
Batum, and no . 96 in the opposite West-East direction from Batum to Baku . Round
single circle cancellations were allocated to each Postal Wagon :reading 'POSTAL
WAGON No , , ..... ' together with detachable plugs showing on one the numbers ' 9 5'
and on the other '96 1 • These plugs were designed to be inserted appropriately in
the date stamp according to the direction of the train - viz. '95 1 Baku-Batum and
'96' Batum-Baku. It must be emphasised that the identical cancellation was used in
both directions, the only change being in the route number plug. The writer has
proved this without possible doubt from material examined, al though occasions have
been noted where the postal clerk has evidently forgotten to alter the plug and
the 'train' is travelling 'in the wrong direction' compared with the destination
of the letter . The inference therefore is that all Railway Cancellations of this
type used in Russia operated on the same principle of the removable route plugs.
There is also a number at the base of· the postmark which was not detachable, and
(ii)
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this appears to denote the number of the particular datestamp, in the same way as
the script letters were used on later Imperial cancellations. The follova. ng
cancellations of this type, pertaining to the 95/96 Routes, have so far been noted: POST.AL WAGON NO.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

(95 or 96)

t~ fig.21

3E

3E

1
2
3
4

3E

5

3[

3E
3E
3E

3[

3E
3E
3£

5

]E

3E

do.

·*

6

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

JE

7

3E

3E

8
9
10
11

lE

lE
!E
3E

see fig.3
see figc4
(see :fig.5
(see fig.6
(a replacement o:f the original '5' datestamp, which can be discerned by the
larger letters - see fig.7)
(possibly two types similarly exist, in
which case only the latter type
recorded - see :fig.8)
(see fig49)
(no example yet recorded)

tee fig.10l

3E

see :fig.11
see :figo12

3E
3E

No cancellation numbers in excess o:f '11' have yet been recorded.
Impressions were usually made in black, but Nos. 3, 4-, 9 and 10 have been noted in
violet ink, and no doubt the other datestamps similarly exist applied in this
colour. From perusal o:f the accompanying illustrations it will be seen that in
many cases o:f incomplete cancellations, which at least show evidence of the route,
the cancellation number may be deduced by comparing peculiarities of shape of the
letters and :figures, and other imper:fections.
(iii)

Round Postal Wagon type: 95/96 Routes - Date arranged showing the
year :figures split into two parts
Mr.Tchilinghirian has in his extensive collection of Transcaucasian
cancellations a copy o:f a round Postal Wagon cancellation of the 96 route, but of
the later type of design (usually seen used in the earlier years of the twentieth
century) showing - instead of the date in three separate lines - the month in
Roman numerals and the year split into two halves. As this specimen is, so :far, the
only example of this type known to the writer :from this line, it cannot be stated
whether the whole series of Wagon cancellations on the Transcaucasian Railway were
replaced by postmarks of this type, or whether this particular i tern is only a single
replacement of a datestamp lost or worn out. At least cancellations of this sort
seem conspicuous by their absence, and it would be interesting to learn if other
collectors have had better luck with this type from Transcaucasia.
POSTAL WAGON NO.

(95 or 96)

3E

4

3E

(although the eX8lJ'.!E)le is incomplete,
the base number is almost certainly '4')

(iv)

Oval Postal Wagon type: 95/96 Routes
In 1905 the earlier round, single ringed cancellations were replaced
by oval, double lined datestamps bearing the words 'BATUM-96-B.AKU' or 'B.AKU-95-BATUM'
with two stars and a script letter replacing the cancellation nun:iber previously
found at the base of the circular cancellations. The different wordings and route
numbers depended on which direction the train was trave],.ling . Therefore, unlike
the circular types, two types of each lettered cancellation exists, one for use in
each direction. There were no adjustable plugs as in earlier types. Oval
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cancellations which have been so f'ar noted are as f'ollows: B.AKU-9 5-BATUM
doo
doo
do.
do.
do.
do.
doo
do.
do.
do.
do.

3E

BATUM-96-B.AKU
do.
do.
_do.
do.
do.
do.
doo
do.
do.
do.
do.

a
b

JE

JE
JE

V

!E

JE

!E

][

g
d
e
zhe
z
i
i
k

][

1

][

3E

a

J[

JE
JE
JE

b

3E

V

JE
JE

*

!E
!E

3£.
JE
3E

JE

JE

JE
J[

lE

J£
!£
. ][

JE

g·
d

JE

e

J£

zhe

JE

JE

z

JC

i
i
k
"l

lE

•
JE

JE
3E

~no example yet recorded)
see fig.13)

J[

JE

JE
JE
JE

(no exanple yet recorded)
~viZ o 'u' ~
viz o t i I
(no exanple yet reco~d)
(no e ~ l e yet recorded)
(see :f'ig.1"4-)

~no example yet recorded~
no example yet recorded
(no example yet recorded)
1 1
~viZo U ~ ~see f'ig.15)
viz. 'i 1
no ex.ample yet recorded)
~no ex.ample yet recorded~
no ex.ample yet recorded

There may be other script letters yet to be recorded. Cancellations were
generally applied in black, but one or two examples have· been noted in violet ink.
Oval cancellations of this type appear scarcer to obtain than their earlier
counterparts, largely because their use appears to be restricted to the actual
obliteration of postage st8llq)S, and were not :µsad as transit markings on mail
posted other than on the mail trains.
The oval cancellations remained in use until 1924/5 when superseded by the
Soviet type circular train postmarks, which are not within the scope of this
article. Oval cancellations can be found on the postage st8llq)s of Georgia,
Azerbaijan and the Transcaucasian Federation, in addition to the more usual Imperial
issues.
( v)

Baku-Sabunchi-Surakhany
There were un-:numbered postal routes in operation between Baku and
Sabunchi and Baku and Surakhany, so that oval c:mcellations bearing these placenames should have existed. Earlier cancellations may have been used.
( un-numberedl
(
do.
(
do.
(
do.
.

B.AKU-SABUNCHI
SABUNCEI-BAKU
B.AKU--suR.AKHANY
SURAKHANY-BAKU

t
(

( vi)

example yet
do.
do.
do.

Samtredi-Poti
Postal Route numbers 97 (Samtredi-Poti) and 98 (Poti-Samtredi) were
allocated to this route a:t'ter the main line had been linked with Batum prior to 1883.
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Examples of circular cancellations reading 'Postal Wagon No. (97 or 98) 1 as under
heading (iii) should exist in the period 1883-1905, but so far no examples have
come to light. Perhaps collectors have examples in their collections?
POST.AL WAGON NO. (97 or 98)

(no examples yet recorded)

Oval cancellations were allocated to the route in approximately 1905, and
it is interesting to note that the arrangement of the place-names differed from
those used on the Batum-Baku line. The wording ran 'Samtredi-Poti 97 lE b' , with
the route number at the right hand side of the oval.
SAMTREDI-POTI
do.
FOTI -SM.fl'REDI
do.

97
98

lE

a

!E.

3E

b

3E

K

a

!E

!E.

b

!E

(no example yet recorded)
(see fig.t6)
(no example yet recorded~
(
do.

(vii) Rion-Kutais-Tkvibuli
This line was regarded as an un-numbered Postal Route in the 1914 List,
and S .V .Prigara has recorded an example of the un-nwnbered cancellation used. It
is unusual in the fact that all three town-names are shovm on the cancellation.
There is a possibility of earlier circular cancellations having existed.
RION-KUTAIS-TKVIBULI
TKVIBULI-KUTAIS-RION

(Un-numbered)
(
do.
)

(no example yet recorded)

(viii)

Mikhailovo-Suram
Similarly an oval cancellation should have existed for each
direction of this route, though no copies have so far been recorded. Earlier type
cancellations cannot be ruled out.
(Un-nwnbered)
(
do.
)

MIKHAIWVO-SURAM
SURAM-MIKHAIWVO

(no example yet recorded)
(
do.
)

( ix)
Offices.
existed.

Mikhailovo-Borzhom
Recorded as an un-nunibered Postal Route in the 1914 List of Post
Oval, and possibly earlier circular type cancellations, should have

(un-numbered)
(
do.
)

(no example yet recorded)
(
do.
)

MIKHAILOVO-BORZHOM
BORZHOM-MIKHAILOVO

(x)

Borzohm-Bakuriani
There is no record ot Postal Vans having worked on this narrow gauge
railway, so presumably no cancellations existed.
( xi)

Borzhom-Borzhom Park
Similarly, there is no record of Postal Wagons having worked this

route.
(xii)

Shorapan-Chiatucy:-Sachkheri
According to the Postal Authorities' List, this line was an Unnwnbered Postal Route in 1914. Un-numbered oval cancellations were therefore used,
with a possibility of the use of earlier circular types.
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(Un-numbered)
)
do.
(

(No example yet recorded)
( see fig. 17)

SHORAP.AN-SACHKHERI
SACHKHERI-SHORAP.AN

Tiflis-Dzhulfa; Route Nos. 229/230
The first type of Postal Wagon cancellation met with on this route
of 1905, though earlier circular types probably exist. The
type
is the oval
have so far been noted; some having been recorded as struck
examples
following
in violet ink. The cancellations are separated in the same way as the Baku-Batum
ovals described under caption (~v).
(xiii)

TIFLIS-229-DZHULFA
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
DZHULFA-230-TIFLIS
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

K

a
b

K

![

V

3E

3E

g
D

JE

e
zhe

JE

K
JE

a

JE

JE
JE

a
b

JE

J[

V

lE

JE

g
d
e
zhe

lE

K

JE
3E

J[

J[
]E

K

JE

3E

!see f'ig.18)
no example yet recoro.edl
do.
do.
(Mr.Tchilinghirian reports this cancellation as
showing a capital letter 'D')
· ~no exanple yet recorded~
do.
(Reported by Mr.Tchilinghirian to be without stars
at the side of the script letter)

stars)
but
la:,no bef'ore,
example yet recorded~
with

JE

do.
(no example yet recorded)

J[
J[

3E

Other sc:cipt letter cancellations may exist. Mr.Tchilinghirian reports
that he has an oval cancellation of the 230 (Dzhulfa-Tiflis) Route showing the old
type spelling of Dzhulfa - viz. Dzhulfy - but unfortunately the script letter fails
to show.
Alexandropol-Kars; Route Nos. 269/270
Few oval cancellations used on this line have been seen by the
writer, and none have been sufficiently conq,lete to identify script letters.
Judging, however, from slight differences of shape it appears that at least two
cancellations were used in either direction, and quite probably more. No Postal
Vans appear to have been used on the Kars-Sary Kmeysh section, which was of narrow
gauge. Circular cancellations (pre-1905) should exist for this route, but none
have so far been recorded.
(xiv)

ALEKSANDROPOL-269-K.ARS
do.

KARS-270-ALEKSANDROPOL
do.

(xv)

K
3E

a
b

3E
]E

J[

a

K

J[

b

]E

(no example yet
do.
do.
do.

!

Ulukhanlu..Erivan
The Post Office List records this short connecting line as an
'un-numbered' Postal Route. Oval un-rrumbered cancellations should therefore have
been used, though no copies have so f'ar been seen. The cancellations would have
been used on the local service between these two stations, and not on express
trains, which presumably would have used the Route 229/230 datestamps.
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(Un-numbered)
(
do.
)

(no example yet recorded)
(
do.
)

UllJKHANLU-ERIVAN

ERIV.AN-ULUKHANLU

Tiflis-Telav; Route Nos. 333/334
This line, built in 1914, was allocated the late Postal Route mmibers
of 333 (Tiflis-Telav) and 334 (Telav-Tifiis):;. and ovaJ. cancellations existed in
both directions.. Mr.Tchilinghirian has a fine example in his collection used on
the Transcaucasian Federation issue (see fig...19).
(xvi)

TIFLIS-333-TELAV
do.
doo
TELAV-334-TIFLIS
do.
do.

J[

K

•

·a
b

J[

V

K

JE.

a
b

J[

J[

V

ll

I[

f

=-i

~

~

(no example yet
do.
do.

3[

!£

do.
do.
see fig.19)

(xvii)

Gurdzhanni-Za.katali
.This line is listed in the Imperial P.O. List as an Un-numbered
Postal Route. The railwey itself is a late section of the Tiflis-Telav railway,
but whether it was actually COJI!Pleted in 1914 seems doubtful. Nevertheless, there
is a. possibility of cancellations having been used.
(Un-numbered)
(
do.
)

(b)

GURmHANNI-ZAK.AT.ALI
ZAKAT.ALI-GURmHANNI

RAII.RIAY STATION CANCELLATIONS

As most readers will know:, large Russian Railway Stations are known as
tVokzals', whereas the smaller stations are called 'Stantsias'. Still smaller
stations, or halts, are usually called platforms. Post Offices were established
in the station buildings at many places when the railwey- commenced worlcing, and
were often called upon as telegraphic agencies as well in their capacity of Post
Offices. The followi..ng notes pertain to cancellations used at the different
Vakzals, Sta.nsias and Platforms on the Tra.nscaucasian Railway System.

(i) Ba.tum Vokzal.
The following cancellations have been noted in use at Ba.tum Vokzal:-

(viz. 'Tra.nscaucasian Railway1 )
1 B.ATUM PcO. 1 / ZAKAVKAZSK ZBE. D.
(Date in three lines; single ring, circular cancellation; in use until 1900+)
(viz. (Railwey- P.0. 1 )
2 BA.TUM 2 /
ZHEWZNODOR P .o.
(Date with month in Roman numerals; single ring, circular cancellation;
? 1901 - 1907)
B.ATUM / VOKZAL a.
(Oval, double line cancellation; in use 1908 - 1917- Not seen used after 1917
and probably lost when the Ba.tum P. 0. stores were ta.ken out of town prior to the
Turkish Qccupation early in 1918).
Other cancellations such as one similar to the second given above, but
with figure '1', or an oval 'b' Vokzal postmark, may have been used, but have not
yet been recorded.
(ii)

Tiflis Vokzal.
The following cancellations were used at Tiflis Railway Station;
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Headquarters of the System.
1 TIFLIS P.O. 1 / ZAKAVKAZSK ZHE. D.
(viz. 'Transcaucasian Rly') (see fig.20)
(Date in three lines; single ring, circular cancellation; in use until 1894+)
(Note: The above cancellation is often found struck in violet ink)
1 TIFLISSKOE 1 / ZEELE:zNODOROZHNOE P. 0. ( viz o 'Railway P. 0. ' ) ( see fig 21 )
(Date with month in Roman numerals; single ring, circular cancellation;
? 1895 - 1901)
~ TIFLIS 1 /
ZHELEZNODOR Po O.
(As above; but with slightly diff'erent wording) used ? 1902 - 1908)
2 TIFLIS 2 / ZIIF.ll2NODOR P.O. (see f'igo22)
(Similar to above but f'igure '2 1 )
TIFLIS / VOKZAL ao (see f'ig. 23)
(Oval, double lined cancellation; in use 1909 - October 1924-+c There seems
a possibility that two Tiflis Vokzal. cancellations existed Y possibly I a I and 'b' ,
or a later replacement of the 1 a 1 cancellation)
o

(iii)

Elisavetpol Vokzal
The followi. ng cancellations were used at Elisavetpol station ( some
distance f'rom the city of that name) o Examples seen generally scarceo
1 ELISAVEI'POL P. 0. 1 / ZAKAVKAZSK ZHE. D.
(Date in three lines; single ring, circular cancellation)
2 ELISAVETPOL 2 / ZHELEZNODOR P. 0. ( and al.so similar but f'igure '1 ' )
(These cancellations probably existed, but no copies have yet been recorded)
ELISAVEI'POL VOKZAL /
(probably 'JE
JE
a' )
(A circular double ringed Vokzal cancellation, with 'Elisavetpol Vokzal. 1
reading round the top half of the circle). (see fig.24)

(iv)

Baku Vokzal

The following cancellations have been noted at Baku Railway Station: -

1 BAKU P. 0 . 1 . / ZAKAVKAZSK ZHEo D.
(Date in three lines; single ring, circular cancellation; used until 1904+)
1 BAKU PoOo 1 /
ZAKAVKAZSK ZHE. D.
(As above, but date showing the month in Roman numerals; this type differs
in respect to previous exanples of this design insofar as the old type wording is
adhered to. Used 1899 ? ·-· '! 902+ ) ( see fig o25) .
2 BAKU 2 / ZHEL"EZNODOR P.O.
(Date wi. th month in Roman numerals; single ring, circular cancellation)
BAKU /
JE VOKZAL a ,
(Oval, double lined cancellation; used ? 1911 - 1923+; frequently found on
Azerbaijani issues)
BAKU /
K VOKZAL b .
(Similar to above ., but rather scarcer)

( v)

DZHULFA VOKZAL.

One type of cancellation only has been recorded from Dzhulfa frontier
Railway Station, but earlier types probably exist:-

/JE. VOKZAL a.
(Oval, double lined cancellation) o

DZHULFA
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( vi)

Kars Vokzal
Kars Railway Station had a Railway Station Post Office, but no
example of any cancellations used have so far been seen. Presumably an earlier
circular type was used, and almost certainly a later Oval Vokzal cancellation.
KARS

/

:if

VOKZAL

a.

(probably existed, but no copies yet recorded)

(vii)

Stantsia Cancellations
The cancellations of the smaller stations raise some interesting
problems, which due to the shortage of available postmark: material, cm.not yet be
deemed as solved. The following Stansias - a list which is not exhaustive - had
their own Post Offices in 1914c In most cases the Post Of'fices were set up at
these stations as the appropriate line was built, and it is quite likely that in
many areas these Station Post Offices were the first offices to be set up by the
Russian authorities in the district, particularly in the remoter areas. The
cancellations used at first were the nonnal type of circular single ring desig1",
giving the name of the station and the respective administrative 'Government',
and are indistinguishable from normal types of cancellation (see fig.26). To some
measure this was also true after 1905, when double ringed circular cancellations
were introduced (see fig.27), .except that for some railway station - 'Stantsia'
- offices a special cancellation was used showing the prefix 'OT' before the placename and the na.n:e of the railwey at the base of the postmark (examples of this
type of cancellation are shown for Darkvety and Kaspi in figs. 28 and 29) . There
seems no clear cut rule at all as to why some Stantsias should merit the use of
these special cancellations ( which appear to be quite scarce to obtain) , except
that in certain cases of larger towns there were two Post Offices of the same neme one in the town, and one at the Station, which was not large enough to be of
'Vokzal' status. In these circumstances, it is probable that some distinctive
cancellation had to be used for the Railway Station, and possibly the type of
special postmarlc mentioned may have been used. At the same time, a number of
other stations used the type of special cancellation too, for no apparent reason.
Thus, in the follovd.ng lists, an indication is given by an asteri~ where
it is definitely known that either (a) a distinctive Stantsia cancellation was used
or (b) that a completely separate town P.O. of the same name functioned nearbyt thus
calling for some form of distinctive cancellation for the Stantsia in questiono
(a) In KUTAIS Government:ABASHA.K (Poti line)
KUTAISK (Rion line)
ADZHAMETY
LANCHKHUTY (see fig.27)
BOSLEVI (Chiatury line)
M.ALITA
BIELOGORY:JE
MARELISY
GELATY (Tkvibuli line)
MARTOTUB.AN ( Chiatury line)
DARKVERY!E (Chiatury line MOKm:..AN (Rion line)
( see fig, 28)
NOVO-SENAKIK
NOT.ANESI
DZmJMATY
POTI!E (Poti line)
DZERULY
KALITNARI
RION (Kutais line)
RKVIYA (Chiatury line)
KV.ALONI (Poti line)
KVIRILY!E
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SADZHEV.AKHO
SPLIEl'Y (Chiamry line)

S.AMTREDIJE
S.ATSEIRY (Tkvibuli line)
SAOHKHERIJE (Chiatury line)
SERNIE VODY (Tkvibuli lir
SHORAP.AN
TKVIBULI!E (Tkvibuli line)
TSIPA
CHALADY (Poti line)
CHIATURY!E (Chiatury line)

(b) In ELISAVErPOL Government,: .AKSTAFA
ZKZ,AIX
ALABASHLY
ZURN.ABAT PROTIVOCHUMN

GERAN

KOVLY.AR

DAL-MAMErLY

KYURUK-CHAI

DZID.AM

LY.AKI
llALAI
MING:EXJHAUR

(see f'igo26)

DOLLY.AR!
EVLAKlbE

(c)
AVCHALY

In TIFLIS Government:GlJRmruJ.NI:K (Kakhetian line)

.AG--T.AGLI

DABA

(Borzhom line)

AKBTALA

KALAGmAN

.ASHAGA-sEP.AL
BADIAURI (Kakhetian line)

KARA-T.APA

B.AKURIANI (Borzohm line)

BEYUL-KYASIK
BORZHOM!E
VAZIANI

(Borzhom line)
(Kakhetian line)

V.ARV.AKINO
V.ACHNADZI.ANI (Kakhetian line)
GOMI

GOBIJE
GRAKALI
( d)

KARAYAZY
KARD.AN.mll
K.ARELI
KASPix (see f'ig.29)

KSANKA
:MLAANI (Kakhetian line)
:MIKHAILOVO!E
MTSKHErJE
NA'UTLOO

POILI
S.AI.GOLY
SOGUT-BULAKH
TATLU

TAUZJE
Sfil.K.ARLY
SHAMKHOR

!

S.AG.ANL'OO Dzhulfa line)
S.AGAREDHO Kakhetian line)
SADAKHLJ) Dzh.ulf'a line)
SAKOCHAVI (Borzhom line)
S.ANAIN
(Dzhulf'a line)
SAND.AR
(Dzhulf'a line)
SKRA
SUMBATOV0 !Borzhom line)
TELA.VJE
Telav line)
TS.AGvmI
Borzhom l~ne)
Ts»il
(Bo:rzhom line)
SHAG.ALI

NIKOLAEVO (Borzb.om line)
In BAKU Government: -

.AIYLHIKABUL

KESHLY.

S.AGIRY

.ALIKENT

KURD.AMIR
MUG.AN

SANG.ACHAL

ALYAT

AT-BULAKH
B.ALADZHARY

SURAKHANY (Surakhany ·line)
~YJE
CHEErnOGORKA
CEERNOVODSK
EIBAT

MYUSYUSLI
NAV.AGI
PAD.AR

BARGUSH&IT
DUVANNY
KARABUD'ZHAKH

PIRSOGAT

KER.AR

SABUNCHI

PUTA

(e)

!!L_ERIV.AN Government:.ARARAT
~
Klillr-AKHCHI
ALEKSANDROPOL!E
KAMARLYU*
AMAMJJi
KARA-BUR.UN
.ANI
K.ARAKLIS:K

AGIN

.ARAZDAYAN
.AR.AKS

N.AKHITCEEVAN ERIVANSK.AY.A3E
NEXIB.AM

(f') In BATUM District:KOBUIErY

CHAKVA

(g) In KARS District: BASEKADYKLY.AR

KYURYUK-D.ARYA

BIDLI..AKHMET

SARY XIIMYSlbE
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NORASHEN
ULUKHANLU
SH.AfffiT.AKHTY
ERIVANK

IDHMIADZIN:H:

STAVKA-KARAY.AL
STAVKA-MATSRA
SELIM

(viii)

Halt and Plat:fonn cancellations:A small number of Halts or Platforms had separate Post Offices,
generally situated at isolated points along the line. Several examples of
cancellations originating from these offices have been noted - both of the early
single circle type md the post-1905 double circle design - but all, so far, have
shown merely the placenam.e and government in the same wey as ordinary post:m.arlcs.
Nevertheless the possibility remains that some Halts, after 1905, may have used
distinctive cancellations (those of the Workers' Camp P.o. 1·s almost certainly).
The following lists include most of the Post Of't'ices coming under this heading on
the systemo Examples of cancellations - as might be expected - are qu.i te scarce.
There are no Post Offices of similar name in this category-.

( a)

In KUT.AIS and ELISAVRJI>OL Governments: No Post Offices yet recorded in this category.

(b)

In TIFLIS Government: -

AG.ARA

KUMISI

.AIRUM

PLATFORM 238B

AKHPAT
( c)

PLATroRM 305B
TIPLISTSIKHE

PLATroRM:250B
(Note: the three 'platf'oxms' were Workers' Camps on the Batun/Baku line).
In BAKU Government: -

KUS.AR-CHAI

ZAP.AT

(d)

In ERIVAN Government: -

.ARCHUT

IMANSHALU
K.ARGALUK

BASHBASHI

NALBAND
ORT.AKILISA

BAY.ANDUR

KIVRAG

S.ARDAR-ABAD

VELI-DAG

KIZIL-VANK
:MAST.ARA

TASHARKH
SHIR.AZLU

CHATAKH

YAGNY

D.AROSHAM
( e)

In B.NrtlM District: -

GYUZDEK

(f)

VLADIKARS

In

KARS

District: -

The writer Dn.1st acknowledge, with grateful thanks, the help given by
Mr.S.D.Tchilinghirian who kindly supplied details of Transcaucasian Railway
Cancellations in his extensive collection. Thanks are also due to Dr.R.Seichter,
who, during his short visit to this country- last year, most generously loaned his
1914- Imperial List of Post Offices.., from which the writer was able to extract a
good deal of valuable information. Apologies must be offered for the frequence
of the :refrain 'No example yet recorded', but examples of Postal Wagon
cancellations showing serial letters or numbers are not among the easiest to find.
It would be o:f immense interest i:f readers possessing further material on this
subject could record details in these pages.
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.AMERICAN SAM.OV/ill
By Dr ,Gregocy B. Salisbury
Once again we .stoke up Samovar, fuel is plentiful, so now to the brew.
S .D. Tchilinghirian, writing from Olarens, Switzerland, volunteers to aid
me in selecting the wheat from the cha:f'f' of' my recently acquired Armenia collection.
He very graciously sends along several pages of interesting postmarks from
Annenia, Transcaspia, Central Asia,- and the Russian P.O. in China f'or my studyo
There is a postmar.k, a railway cancellation reading "Focht oVagon" (abbreviated)
at top, and "Charjuy-Uzun Ada" at bottomo This type is usual on ship postmarks of'
the early 1890' s (such as Batum-Odessa, etco) but appears rather exceptional on
trains o The sender has only seen it so far on the Transcaspian Line, where it
was apparently used between 1890 and 1895 on sections of' the line then being
built, before being replaced by the standard type reading "Pochtovy Vagon 203,
204., 205 or 206, and for a small branch line running from Novki to Kineshma (dated
in this case 1874-, and o-.f a different type) o The wording "Oharjuy-Uzun Ada was
replaced a:rter awhile by 'fCharjuy-Krasnovodsk" o Many others are also most
interesting but lack of space prohibits going into detailo Mr.T.c bilingbirian and
MroP oT .Ashford ere to be congratulated for their splendid book "Armenia Part II"
(just released) l'lhich sheds more light on this little explored corner of our f':i.eld o
Emile Marcovitch of Caracas, Venezuela sends a chatty letter and a fine
list of his extensive library, especially strong on Finland. DroRudolf' Seichter of'
Soltau, Germany and I.L.GoBa.illie of Bristol, England, sent very interesting
letters deal.ing with their research on the Schagiv stamps of' Ukraine, and both
wish to contact collectors who possess sheets, part sheets, varieties and pertinent
data about the issue, the five shagiv values issued in 1918 . MroFritz Freitag of
Berlin, Germany, recent winner of a. medal for his "Mute Cancellations" forwards
several. sheets of illustrations of' IID.1tes for my identification. :Mr "J .Michelson,
writing from Johannesburg, South Africa., is most kind about the writings and the
chatter of' your Samovar, and inf'orms me that he is writing and publishing "The
Handbook of Latvia", He has undertaken to translate into English the work by
Dr.Victor Meyer-Brehm, the foremost authority on the stamps and Postal History of
Latvia . The original., having been written in German, was meant f'or the Kohl
Handbook Series, l'lhich, as we know finished at ''K". Mr.Michelson manages to run
a photo-lithographic printing plant, and in his spare time he ful.fils the duties
of Secretary of the Philatelic Federation of' South Africa, and Business Manager of
its magazine, the "South African Philatelist". Recently he was elected as one of'
the secretaries of the "Philatelic Society of Johannesburg" ., the largest philatelic
society in Af'ricaj south of the equator . Mr. Michelson, we salute you ~
Samovar's great source of' inf'ormation, Kurt Adler., while on tour wi t.h the
Metropolitan Opera Company, throughout the U. S , and Canada, sent some glowing
accounts of the philatelic holdings of our members who live in the cities which
were visited by the Opera . Kurt, very kindly detailed many ra.ri ties 9 and commented
on the various angles of' the treasures c While he was in Chicago, he met
A.Chebotkevich, our member, and your Samovar received a great deal. of pleasure
while reading the letters of both, sent innnedi.ately afterwards, describing the
fabulous philatelic possessions of each ,
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Arthur Shields, of' Hollywood f'ame, f'inally paid me a visit, while appearing
on a nation-wide TV show in New Yorko He looks just like his older brother Barry
Fitzgerald, and his Irish humour, delightf'ul and entertaining, was only equalled by
the runazing collection of' RYB overprints on Imperial postage stampso It is by far
the best collection of' provisionals which your Samovar has seeno A.s a piece de
resistance he pulled out stacks of' breath-taking postmarkso Needless to state, an
entire dey was spent over his valuables, your Samovar' s volumes of' Romanovs·, other
Imperials, pre-stamp covers, Zemstvos, postal stationery, and post-Im_perials, as
well as scotch and milk, (a jigger of' scotch in a small glass of' milk). This last
item, although non-philatelic, was picked up by Art while he appeared in the
theatres of' Austral.ia, and it packs a kangaroo punch, and at the same time it is
ki.nd to your ulcers o Incidentally, he gave me an interesting item, a :forgery of the
15kopo Romanov currency stamp, and a crude one at that. It could not have f'ooled
the dumbest moujik, in the stupidest part of' any Zemstvo!
We now come to the f'eature of' our column, the biographical sketches of' two
of' our prominent meniberso This time we have a f'air lady and an eminent doctor,
so gallantly we say "Ladies f'irst ! "
Mrs.Charlotte N.Downs, Editor, or Editress· if' you will, of' "Stamps" deserves
the very best of' a write-up not only in our Journal, but in the Rossica Journal. also_,
for the innnense amount of' publicity, and f'or the kind and prominent reviews which
appeared in "Stamps", the premier weekly magazine of' philately in U oS. Recently,
on the cover of' the ''Stamps" magazine appeared a large photo of' the joint meeting of
the British Society of' Russian Philately and the Rossi.ea Society, in New Yor.k: o
The caption under the picture mentioned both groups and all the names of' the menbers
who appeared in that particular photograph
The ef'f'ect was f'ar reaching, as the
publication has a tremendous circulation here and abroad and Russian philately
benefited greatly. The day that the journal appeared, your Samovar was able to
enroll several very prominent philatelists in U.S. and a phone call was received f'rom
Mr.Bernard Davis, Director of' the National Philatelic Museum, who of'f'ered to hold
an e::xhibi tion of' Imperial Russian postage stamps at the Museum, and graciously
of'f'ered Chairmanship of the show to your obedient servant. The e:xhibi tion idea
was joyfully approved, but the Chairmanship was declined :for lack of' time. Samovar
suggested that all non-Soviet issues of Russia and the States be included so fill; to
have a larger participating body of exhi.bi tors and viewers. It was finally agreed
that your Samovar would serve as the good man Friday of' the ImperiaJ.s o So, as you
see the f'ar reaching ef'fect of Editor Downs upon our f'ield of' collecting.
c

She was born in Brooklyn, N. Y. as Charlotte Knowles, and studied there.,
:finishing high school at the age of' 150 Having lost her father_. she decided to
go to work in a mail order house as a stenographerc Rapid advancement :followed
and shortly afterwards she became the head of a correspondence section of' another
mail order house, later she headed the correspondence section of' Doubleday, Page &
Company's circulation department" Marriage followed, to Le Roy Downs, and after
a while, she went back to work for Geyer Publications, in charge of' the
circulation department. Extensi on courses were taken in journalism at Columbia
University, and courses in advertising at the New York Universityo Mrs,Downs
became the Mana.ging~di tor of' "Stamps" shortly after H,L.Lindquist started the
magazine in 1932 she has held the post ever since.
j

Charlotte Downs decided that she had to know something about stamps in
order to edit philatelic copy, so she started a collection of' Russia o These
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stamps interested her, especially the Romanov Tercentennary Issue, and she won a
prize, the grand prize,. at a stamp show, the first tine she e:xhibited! Her
interests also centre on Poland pre-war, the Genna.n Occupation issues, Offices
abroad during the war, Prisoner of' War Camp issues, British Colonial and U.S.
Mrs. Downs is the author of' the f'ine serial in "Stamps" called "Fundamentals of'
Phi.lately", she contributes the phil.atelic portion of the World Scope Encyclopedia,
end its annual year books; also the Book of' Knowledge. Be.s ides belonging to our
group, she has joined the Rossica Society of' Russian Philately, and the
Association f'or Stamp Exhibitions.

Mrs. Downs is a f'onner officer, and a member of' the Board of' .Ad.vertisi ng
Women of' New York, Inc . ; she likewise belongs to the wonder.fu:l tribe of'
commuters who travel three hours a day, to and f'rom work, just to ·live in a
lovely suburb, f'ar away f'rom the Big Town. Her home· is in Seaf'"ord, Long Island,
and there she plays the part of' the housewif'e, a philatelist 51 a poetess end a
gardener.
D.cctor Rudolf' Seichter (Dr.Med.) was born in 1889, in Reichenbach,- Silesia,
and studied at Breslau, then at Berlin's Kaiser Wilhelms-.Aka.d.emie. Later he
became a doctor in the Genna.n Navy ( 1914"'.'31) and participated in the battle of
Skagerrak. He studied the specialty of' ear, nose and throat in the University
in Berlin, and since 1932 pra.cticed his specialty in Soltau, near Hannover.
In 19.39-44- he served anew in the marine.
He inherited his interest f'rom his father who was a philatelist, and
received his collection, but continued on with his own. He became President, and
since 1931, honorary president of' the Society for Philately i .n Wilhelmshaven.
He received his first ired.al, a Vermei.l Medal f'or the organisation of' the
philatelic e:xhibi tion at J ever ( Oldenburg) in 1926.
Special.ising in Ukraine since 1922, he also collected German Colonies,
postmarks, postmarks of' old Germany, and old Austria:, inflation period
their
end
issues of' Germany and Russia as well as a general collection. After the last war
he gave up all his oollections e:xc_e pt that of' Ukraine, · In 1935 he becane
President of' U.P:V. and its aclmowledged expert. In 1951 he received a ''Public
Acknowledgement" and in 1954 the Silver needle of' merit of' the B oD,Ph.(Bund
Deutscher Philatelisten).
He has written ID8.l'.\Y articles on Ukraine in German and Austrian philatelic
journals since 1929 and since 1935 he wrote the Ukraine part of' the Michel
catalogue . He received high awards at numerous philatelic exhibitions beginning
at Hannover ( 19.3 5), then at Breslau, Berlin, Dresden, Dusseldo:r.f', Hamburg, Ostropa-•
Konigsberg, and Pra.gac After the war, more awards at Hannover, Hamburg,
Braunschweig, Oldenburg, Wilhelmshaven, Osterode, Capex, Wupperthal, If'raba,
Lisbon and Berlin ( 1954) < Among these were seven gold prizes, two ve:nneil, eight
silver, three bronze and honour awards.

Dr. Seichter maintains communicati.on with Ukrainian philatelists al.l
over the world, and wi. th various societies specialising in Ukraine o He
publishes the journal of the U.P.V 4 a catalogue, also writes in the Journal of
the Society o:f Ukrainian Philatel.i st;:, in New York, has helped in the completion
of' the handbooks on Ukraine, written by C "WoRoberts, and his greatest pleasure is
to visit him and to admi.re his stamps.
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As I write this I gaze lovingly at the Manchurian cancellations sent to me
by Joe Chudoba of' New York, who likewise inf'orms me that he secured a f'ine cover with
56 kop, postage, including one 3 kop. with "V'' error in the background, all
stamps on horizontal. paper, cancelled with Local Post (StoPtersburg), red "Aus Russl.and
and backstamped Paris and Lyons France. The large St .P cancellation is April 4,
1870, and it is the earliest cancellation that Joe has seen on cover of the 3 kopc
error "V'' in background, which was issued that year. Near Joe's letter lies a
peppy one f'romEd Wisewell of Boston who sends along a big packet of' Romanov
cancellations for my pleasure and eye strain. Samovar ends on a note of triumph.
as a huge album has just arrived. f'rom the auctioneers, where a successful bid was
placed f'or a specialised collection of Romanovs. Some of the items in it may help
fo:rm an interesting ttaddend.a" in the near future.

AUCTION NC>TES
The f'ollowing real.isations have been noted recently:-

½

FINLAND: 1856 10k rose, horizontal.

POLAND: 1859 envelope ( 1

kop.)
red, very f'ine unused with the
signatures of two postal of'f'icials
inside the flap •.•. Cover 1 ••••.• "
E. £4.
R. £4c10. O.

pair with margins all round, used
wi th one pmk, only, has traces of'
thin spot and stained •.•••.•.•.• (2)
E. £20.
R. £22.
10k. black, small envelope,
very fine used in Sordaval.a; and
later envelopes and postcards, mostly
Serpentine type, used and unused;
1 866 20p . and 1 875 per£'. 11
32p.
on separate entires ••...•...... (24)
E. £6 to £10
R. £18.

LEV.ANT 1866-67, horizontal net (20k)
blue ard rose, fine used on
envelope f'rom Smyrna to .Al.eppo and
tied with dated pmk. And 1872 1k.
pair and 10k. used with Turkey
1 pi. strip of' three on entire,
showing Beyrouth and .Alexandretta
marks .
E. £20 .
R. £21 .

~AIJAN: 1922 "50,000" on 3000r.,

blocks of' eight (4 ~ 2) and twelve
(4 x 3) used on the same registered
cover-, covering the whole of the reverse,
a few adhesives are def'ective ... (20)
E. £5.
R. £2,10. O.
Madge Flint.
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THE .ARCHITIDTURJ.L PROJECTS ISSUE OF 1937
By K. Adler

The Russian Architectural Projects Issue, often wrongly called the
Architectural Issue, has many points which make it interesting for philatelic
research.
To start with, it is the first set of postage star:-rps featuring
prominent Russian archi tectura.l designs which v,ere planned to be built or ·were
already in process of building.
The Romanov set of 1913 portrayed three historic buildings on the
1 , 2 and 3 Ruble stamps, namely, the Kremlin, the Winter Palace, and
the Castle of the Romanovs. If one neglects to dwell upou the sets of
1925 featuring the Lenin Mausoleum which is not really a building but a
tomb that contains the body of Lenin the next buildings on Russian stamps
are the Moscow Telegraph Office and the VolyJ-iov Hydro-electric Power Station
both issued in 1930.
In 1933, the First Soviet PhilatelicExhibi tion was held at the Fine
Arts Museum in Moscow. Tvm special stamps were issued for this occasion
which protrayed the museum. (Scott Nos. 485, 486) S.G. 600/601. A little
later, the exhibition moved to Leningrad and the two stamps were there
surcharged.
All the above were issued not for style or beauty of their
architectural design, but for their historical or utilitarian interest.
Whereas other countries issued stamps showing their famous buildings much
earlier (for instance J..ustria' s first set of historical buildings appeared
in 1922), the 1937 Architectural Projects Set is the first complete Russian
series of postage stamps to feature their new style in fa..~ous projects of the
1930' s. Actually, the set was issued to commemorate the First Soviet
Architectural Congress which took place in Moscow in the late P.pring of

1937.
It consists of 8 stamps and a souvenir sheet, all printed by
photogravure. Each denomination has some varieties. The foreground and
background are done in the manner found on most architectural project designs.
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There are picturesque clouds in the backgrounds, drawn to set off and frame the
building in a suitable way
The foreground, meant to be a street or place is
al so drawn in an id.ealistic wa:y, the street surfaces being smooth like a mirror
and show little human figures and vehicles.
0

There are 5 designs to the set of 8 stampso The 3 and 10 kopo stamps
show the Tchaikovsky Concert Hall buil.ding in Moscow o This project was designed
by Architects Da1iLChechulin and KaK.Orlov. The available photograph of the
building which was conq>leted in 1940 does not fully correspond to that shown
on the stamps o For instance, the tower, pictured on the project was left out on
the conq>leted concert hall. The 5 and 15 kop. ·stamps show the TASS (Telegraph
Agency of the Soviet Union) News Service building o The names of the architects
could not be ascertainedo
The 20 and 50 kop. stamps portray the Theatre of the Red Army (projects
by architects K.S.Alabyan and V.NoSimbirtsev, conq>leted in 1940). The 30 kop.,·
stamp, which is the most interesting stamp of the set, pictures the Hotel Moscow,
projected by architects A.V.Shchusev, L.N.Savelyev:1 and O.A.Stapran)' built between
19.35 and 1938.
The 40 kop. stamp, as well as the souvenir sheet consisting of four
40 kop. stamps feature the Palace of the Soviets which became some kind of a
symbol for the Stalin era of Russian architecture. (Architects B.M.Iofan,
V ,A.Shchuko and V .GoHelfreich). This building was never finished. The project
was abandoned for a number of technical and practical reasonso
Looking at the architectural. projects set from another angle we find

it of uncommon interest because of the paper used in its printing and the size
of the stamps.

There are differences in both.

The 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 50 kop. stamps measure~ x aj mm. the 30
and 40 kopecs 44 x 26½ mm. The paper used is un-watennarked with the exception
of the 30 kop. stamp which is the last stamp to be printed on the Greek border
and flower petals watermarked paper, which was in use for almost all Russian
stamps from 1925 to 1935. From then on, leftovers of this watennarked paper
were mostly used for essays and proofs of postage stamps.
The 30 kop. stamp has also the distinction of being the only stamp of'
the set which comes in two different perf'orations. Like all the other stanq>s
of this issue it is nonnally pe:rf'orated 12¼ but it was al.so issued ~ th a
scarce perforation of' 11. One can only guess why the 30 kopo stanq> was issued
on different paper and in two perf'o:rations o My opinion is that the stamp was
no-t_. meant to be issued, originally. The Hotel :Moscow had been in use already
for a couple of years (although one wing was still being built in 1937) and
could not have been cal.led an architectural project with the same degree of'
plausibility as the other projects which were still in their first stages of
building, This particular watermarked paper was used last for the Engels set
and the Heroes of the Soviet Union Airmail Set of 1935. But colour proofs of
the Pushkin set of 1937 and the only known essay of the Architectural Projects
set were also printed on this watermarked paper. So most probably, the .30 kop.
stamp was al.so originally meant to b-: an essay or proof, but was passed later for
inclusion in the regul.ar set. It also could have been designed to be issued
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earlier and was held back when the plan of an Architectural Congress was decided
upon. In any case, it would not surprise me if essays or proofs of the other
values on watennarked paper turned up in the future.
So nru.ch about the regular stamps of this set. It has not been possible
to unearth data for the rrumber of stamps printed or about the names of the
designers or engravers of these stamps. Will fellow members who know romething
about these two points in question please write in.
·Varieties
A rrumber of varieties make this set an extremely interesting one. I
will dispense here with minor varieties like faulty perforations and other
printers waste stuff which does not warrant inclusion into a chart of regularly
recurring varieties. These have been described in several catalogues and
publications, but none of them gives a complete picture.
As already mentioned, the 30 kop. comes in a perforation 11 which must
be considered a major variety. All values exist ~erforate.

The Canadian philatelist Raymond Arthur Davies was stationed in Moscow
in 1937 in his country's diplomatic service. .After his return home he wrote an
article "The Stamp Game in Russia" which dealt "Wi. th Soviet varieties and was
published in Scott's Monthly Journal of 1946 (February issue, Vol.26 No.12). He
describes a very interesting essey of the .Architectural Projects set, to be
dealt with later, and gives figures for the number of ~rforates of this set,
The Soviet Catalogue of 194.8 also contains the ~rforates, giving prices in
the unused and used-columns. It is to be regretted that neither of these sources
is entirely reliable. The Soviet Catalogue is incorrect as to number and
relative scarcity of the ~erforates.
Here are three colUDlllS. The first contains Davies' figures, the second
the 194.8 Soviet data, and the third column is my tabulation of the imperforates.
Imperforates
Davies•
Numbers issued
3 kop.
5 kop.
to kop.
15 kop.
20 kop.
30 kop.
40 kop.
50 kop.

50( one sheet)
50
"
128
128
50(one sheet)
50
"
260
260

My tabulation
Grade of rarit;r

Soviet Phi • Ass. 194.8
Price Mint or Used.
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X:

Rub.

15.-

X

"

25.15.25.25.-

X

"
"
"
"

X
X

X
X

5.-

,~-!21

2
2
2
.3
4
5

x(strip of 3)
X
1

5

The 5 and 10 kop. stamps have appeared in this country more frequently
than the other values, with the exception of the 50 kop. It is almost certain
that more than one sheet was issued.
The Soviet catalogue does not mention the existence of the 30 kop. and
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50 kop. imperforate. The 50 kop. is the most common stamp of' the set, the 30 kop.
is the rarest, I have seen one copy of' it only. The prices the Soviet catalogue
puts on the stamps are the SaJOO for urrused or used specimens. They mirror the
availability of' the imperforates in Soviet stocks. Their price is between 60 and
100 times higher than the price of the normal perf'orated stamps which gives us a
good idea about the relative value of the imperf'ora.tes. The 40 kop. stamp is an
exception, however 9 The low price of 5 Rubles is fictitious since the stamp can
easily be clipped from a souvenir sheet. Even a block of' four can be marruf'actured
the same way. Only if' you have a strip of three or a block of' more than four
stamps you can be sure to have the real imperf'orate 40 kop. stamps.
My tabulation of relative rarity is based on the number of' imperf'orates
seen in this country at dif'ferent auctions and in collections.
The imperforate stamps are very rare gerruinely used on cover.
seen one cover only with a 50 kop. imperforate on it.

I have

:ESSAY

Only one essay is known to exist at this time.
Raymond Arthur Davies described it as follows: "The most interesting stamp
of this issue is the unissued 1'5 kopecks showing the American Embassy in Moscow .
When the stamp was prepared this building was still serving some Russian
Commissariat. But men it became property of the U.S.A. (all embassies are, as
long as occupied) it was decided not to issue the stamp. As far as I know there
are · only two copies. President Roosevelt was supposed to have had one and I the
other. Of' this, however, I am not certain. Possibly the sale of the Roosevelt
collection will clear up the matter"".
I do not reroomber having seen this essay in the Roosevelt collection, now
in the possession of our fellow member, Dr. Rand. I have, however, seen Mr.Davies'
copy which was acquired at the sale of the Davies imperforates by Mr.Harold
Aronson of New York City. Mr .Aronson is an expert in the field of Soviet po stage
stamps; h±s research work about the small head stamps and about aerophilately has
been printed and reprinted in several American philatelic publications. Mr .Aronson
has graciously given permission to photograph this essay and I wish to thank him
and to congratulate him to his possession of this unique stamp. The American
Embassy, by the way, moved out of the building in question a few years later.
The Souvenir Sheet
As stated bef'ore, a Souvenir Sheet, consisting of four 40 kop. stamps and
measuring 93 x 57 mm. was printed and could be bought at the 1 st Soviet
Architectural Congress in Moscow. It was available there mint or used with a
special cancellation.

The inscription on the sheet says: First All-Soviet Congress of' Architects
(above the stamps) Moscow - 1937 (below).
Since each line of this inscription was printed in a separate operation
the two lines are not always perfectly registered relative to the stamps on the
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sheet and not even in relation to each other. We may, therefore, distinguish
some mi.nor varieties of' position of the inscription. One can describe f'our
main positions in relation to the white vertical separation line of' the
stamps:

1.¾ ,.,

B A.

2.

v\.

K B

B

B A

The special cancellation measures 30 mm. in diameter, is in black,
and was stamped on the sheet at the Exhibition. It reads as follows:
1 y Vsesoyuzn. Syezd Arkhi tekt. Moskva. There is a little arabesk in
the f'onn of a rosette to the right and to the left of' Moskva. The date is
usually some day in June 1937 while the congress v.ras in session. The exact
f'irst day of' use is not known to me. If bought at the congress, the
regular stamps of' the set were also cancelled with the special cancellation.
Souvenir Sheet Variety
There is one major souvenir sheet variety. A few souvenir sheets were
issued without the inscription. Since it muld not be too dif'ficult f'or
f'akers to clip the souvenir sheet of' its inscription one would have to cover
a normal souvenir sheet with the one without inscription in order to be
sure of its authenticity.
In concluding, I would like to present a checklist of this interesting
issue:
perf, 12½

perf. 11

X
3k.
X
5k.
10k.
X
X
15k.
20k.
X
X
X
30k.
X
4-0k.
50k.
X
4 x 4-0k. Souvenir sheet

imperf.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

without inscription

essay

X

X
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MR. W. H. H. HUDDY

A BIOGRAPHY
William Hotten Ham Huddy
was born in Liskeard, Cornwall
on 30th Septeooer 1886 and
represents the fifth
generation of a Cornish
family of clock and watch
makers. "Hotten" and "Ham"
are family names and the
Thomas Ham who engraved the
first stamps of Victoria was
a member of the same family.
"Will", as he is
affectionately known to his
frie-nds, cannot remember a
time when he was not
·
interested in stamps and had
a large general collection
as a young man. He tells
how he first
to
specialise by seeing a
magnif'icent Argentine
collection owned by a friend.
Will already had a liking for
the early Russian stamps, and
his friend also suggested
Russia. "They' re pretty
little stamps" he said, "and
not a lot known about them".
So Will chose Russia as his
speciality and has never
regretted it.

came

Displays that he gave
to West Country societies
were mentioned in the
philatelic press and led t:>
an invitation to join us. He ea.rue up to London for that first memorable
meeting of our Society and was one of' the original seven. Having served us
as President Exchange Packet Secretary and joint editor of the Journal, he
is now the most trusted member, our Treasurer. He is a Fellow of' the
Royal Philatelic Society and an ex-President of' the Plymouth Philatelic
Society.
He says he is a "magpi "" ax1d his home certainly contains enough
old clocks, watches, coins and silver to start a museum, but he has one
other great passion, namely f'ly-f'ishing. He has found time to take an
active part in local affairs, 1':..ving served as Mayor of his native town,
and he has a considerable knowledge of Cornish history and its ancient
monuments. He has f'our children, and his eldest son helps in the family
business.

THE . 1 OKOP DEFINITIVE 1938
Some time ago our men:iber, Mr.J.V.Stuart, reported finding the above
(S.G.558d, Sc.616) lithographed instead of typographed as catalogued .

.An examination of' some covers on hand conf'inned this discovery and
showed that the change over f'rom typo to li tho printing occurred in 1953, the
earliest cover bears an October date. The measurement .o f' f'rame and design
dif'f'er considerably as shown by the f' ollowing details: -

Width .o f' .frame
Length of' :frame
From top of' value circle to
top of' the girl 1 s head
Length of' value circle

~
15½mm.

Li.tho

23

"

21

"

15

"

14

"

5½

1½ mm.

4¾ "

1t

The lithographed stamp is clearer in detail than its typographed
predecessor and its colour is generally darker. We have also heard that
::Mr.E.Arkhanguelsky has also .found lithographed copies.
Recently Mr.J .Chudoba sent us a mint typographed copy of this 10 kop.
stamp for examination of a f'law in the f'igure "O". This has a clean break on
the left side of ¾mm. and looks like a reversed letter C ("~").
Mr. Chudoba says he has a complete sheet, 100, of this stamp, and
has seen two others. The variety occurs on the 80th stamp in all three sheets.

This variety has not been mentioned or recorded previously. Although
it appears on all three sheets seen, we are of' the opinion that it can hardly
have been present on every sheet of this value printed between 1938 and 1953.
This was a common stamp, many millions of' them were used and the break would
hardly have gone undetected and unrepaired during . its long period of use.
The f'act that the variety has only come to light a£ter seventeen yea.i·;:; leads us to
suppose that the break occurred near the end of the stamp' s life and that the
variety is a scarce one.
We can add that the lithographed stamp is still in general use.

J. Barry.

The New York Lithuanian Philatelic Society plan to publish a specialised
catalogue of Lithuania. Will collectors vmo have varieties at present unlisted
please send a description of them to A. Vizbara, 855 Linwood St., Brooklyn 8, N.Y .
U.SoA.
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THE MUTE CANOH3 ,T,A'l';IONS OF RUSSIA AT THE BIDINNIID OF WORLD WM

!:_l!!...2..21!!.

By F. Freitag
imember of INFLA-

~~rllnl

The nru.te cancellations of Russia -which were intorduced for military .reasons
at the beginning of World War I fonn a quite intriguing field of philatelic
collecting.
For this reason it is understandable that this field of collecting was
commenced during the 1 st World War, and that CARL BOHNERT started his first
publications about the nru.tes as early as October 1918. Al.though he succeededy
actively assisted by several collectors from Wolmar, Pernau and Riga to
examine their rich material and photograph 52 !ID.lies from the Bal tic Provinces
alone and although, 15 years later, E, Brohl and A. Bredi.s in "Rossica" and
S.V ,Prigara made a new start in this interesting field_, it was not unti.1 the
publication in this Journal of the comprehensive research made by Dr ,. GoB ,. Salisbury
that the subject was adequately treated. Mute covers are most valuable for
philatelic research since they give in many cases the place am time of their
usage . It has been established that the use of the Mutes started immediately
at the beginning of the war e Covers from my collection mailed in Wolmar and
Arendsburg show the arrival postmark of Riga of Aug , 4, 191L,., :Birauenburg Aug , 5th,
Lubl in and Rowno .Kug, 8th, Lodz Aug , 1 Oth.t Kherson and Yeli .s avetgrad Aug '7t h,
'i9 1 4 , Bohnert even ment.ions Wenden and Reval as of August }rd, 1914 , It has al so
been established that the Russian Postal Service was trying to keep the strictes•.
secrecy until the mi.ddle of August, L .e , during the days of the first military
developments, The Postal Service, however, ignored a:ny secrecy regulations by
letting business covers with printed addresses and places of o:ri.gin pass through
the mails , For this reason I believe I am right in assuming that there was no
actual regulation which would prohibit the passing of such covers: through the
mails and that therefore the postal authorities had no right to refuse them .
In any case, I do not know of any covers refused , On t;he other hand, the
registered covers from the first period of the wa.:r show the exact care with which
the postal employees on their part complied with secrecy regulations, Not only
the postmarks but also the "registered" labels with their town names cou1.d become
trai tars, Therefore, the postal employees could do nothing but stop using the
"R" labels and put in their place the registry number, written by hand . Another
way ., as illustrated, was to carefully cut out or cut off the town name
Other
post a1 clerks used to cross out the town name sc that it became unreadable
ThP- registry stamp was used in the same manner
They either pu•. only the
registered number of the "R" cancellers on the covers , or crossed out the town
name of the "R" stamp , or took it out al t ogether _ Possibly the most .interesting
cover is the one from Libava (illus , 3) - There the postal clerk purposely put the
"R" canceller so far upwards that the town name was cut off and only the number
I"::'mained visible , I also know a Kiev cover which by mistake was cancelled by
the town postmark . Recognising his mistake. the postal clerk put the IID.lte doub1e
ring Kiev cancellation e.x actly on top of it so that there hardly was anything to
be deciphered 0£ the Kiev postmark " And. this strict operation was made on a
cover_ ., . that contained the firm's name, town and stree1: .s printed in large and
bulky letters!
From my more than a 100 regi st cred covers with mute cance 11 ations I
notice a few Warsaw covers cancelled by the 6 ring mute as described _ but with
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an added red town cancellations of Warsaw next. to iL Al.though they are postmarks
they show by their red colour that they did not serve as regu1.ar cance.Jlatio:ns,
On all of them the dates are those from the end of September until October 1914_,
or April to July 1915. During September and October 1914-.? the Gennans moved ahead
into the Warsaw region but had to withdraw shortly afterwards. During the summer
of 1915 they attacked again and took Warsaw on Augu.st 5th, 191.5. For these
reasons, I think that these red cancellations must have been either censorship
release, or transit markings. The strange way in which they are affixed to
the cover enables one to recognise their special significance"
One can find coloured Mutes but these would have been created by chance
only. The same should be assumed for a late usage of the Mutes. Let us hope
that future :research :mey shed some light on this JIB. tte:r too.

With reference t:o notes on the above type of Railway Travelling Post
Office ma.rlc which appeared in Journals 14/15 and 16 pages 445 and. 488.
Mr.J .Buchanan reports the discovery of a cover bearing t.he ''Poez,a 1"
mark sent from Tsarskoe Selo, 4-th July, 1888 to St.Petersburg, Thu-:> aJJ
numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4- are now known to have been in use on the Jine from
St .Petersburg to Pavlovsk.
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THE 2 KOP. 1888
A RIDENTLY DISCOVERED ERROR
A major Imperial Russian error heretofore unrecorded has been discovered
recently, A 2 kop. light green stamp of 1888 (Scott No.32b, Stanley Gibbons No.40 .'
issued during that year because the dark green 2 kop. stamp of 1883 was frequently
taken for the dark blue 7 kop. stamp under artificial light) was found with
inverted background. Up to now the inverted background was known to exist on the
dark green 2 kop. stamp only.
The new error was found on a used stamp cancelled St .Petersburg Sept.
1888 and was auctioned off by the Mercury Stamp Co. in New York where it was
discovered by chance by the expert of Polish and Russian postal history,
V .A.Rachmanoff. As is the case with all inverted backgrounds there is a
noticable shift to the top. The white space which the Imperial crown would cover
nonna.lly is clearly visible in the lower centre of the stamp. It would be very
interesting to trace the usage of these inverted backgrounds. One -would assume
that one sheet of each must have been issued at least •• This is the position that
Sir John Wilson talces and it may be undoubtedly true, especially if more than one
copy with inverted background and exactly the same shift was found of the same
stamp. But control in those days was very rigid. It may also well be that some
of these inverted backgrounds belonged to printers waste and were put into
circulation by unscrupulous postal employees or clerks of the Government Printing
Works who thus saved postage for their corTespondence.
The 2 kop. light green inverted background error was marked extremely
rare and was estimated at ,3250.- Due to a small internal tear the stamp fetched
about one third of this amount.
K. Adler.

Editors' Note.
A mint pane of the 7 kop. with thunderbolts was on view at the London
Exhibition in 1950 in which one stamp only had the inverted background.
So the 2 kop . stamp reported could be unique.

BOOK REVIffl
"THE TRIDENI' ISSUE:3 OF THE UKR>.INE" - PART IV:

PODOLIA AND POSTAL STATIONERY
By C .W.Roberts, Winchcombe, West Byfleet, Surrey.

It is no longer necessary to stres3 the merits of Mr.Roberts' series of' books
on the Ukraine , They are well-known to all members of the B.S oR .P. as the standard
reference work in the English language on this most complicated, but equally
fascinating, philatelic field ,
Part IV, just published, covers Podolia and Postal. Stationery, in the
same thorough and accurate manner as the preceding Parts. The considerable
improvements introduoed in Part III, a better print, a smooth paper allowing a
much clearer reproduction o-f' the excellent illustrations drawn by Mr , I.L.G.Baillie,
and a substantial extension of the explanatory text (as distinct from the purely
technical description of genuine types and forgeries), have been maintained in
Part IV _, while the priced Check-List, which constitutes such a val.uahle feature of
the books, extends this time to no less than 10 pages -f'or Podolia , and another
4 pages -f'or the Postal Stationery , In addition to the usual. photographic
reproduction of a cover, there are six plates of illustrations drawn by :Mr ,Baillie
who is again to be congratulated on an outstanding job ,
A criticism occasionally heard, and which was voiced in a previous review
was that the subject matter may, at first sight, appear to be complicated_. due to
the amount of information and description concentrated in a limited number of' pages
This criticism is largely answered by the treatment of the Podolia chapter which
breaks away from the more "classical" style used in the preceding Parts of the work
and sets forth a number of' fascinating problems still awairlng elucidation, which
cannot fail to captivate the attention and interest of the reader.

Podolia is, admittedly, the least known of the six Ukrainian postal
districts, and the author stresses that scarcity of material of this group in
England considerably hampers the work of the student , The problems he points at
are varied; and their diversity should suit many individual tastess and prompt
collectors to further investigation in one or another o:f the various fields hinted.
One of these problems concerns the place of' origin of' each of the numerous
handstamps of the district: oddly enough, and unlike all other districts, this
important data has . not yet been estab]i shed in the case of Podolia
In the early
1 920's ., Type 1a was attributed to WinnitzaJ some of the large types (such as the
12 and 14 groups) to Balta, and the Type 8 shapes to Kamenetz-Podolslc Later,
Svenson asserted that all the overprinting had taken place at the small rail way
junction of Zhmerinka, alleged to have been selected in preference to the capital
of the district (Kamenetz-Podolsk), as the most convenient spot for· distribution
of' supplies across the province , Mr, Roberts does not appear to have retained this
view but he gives a list of places or origin for a few types, which should spur
the interest of readers, and incite them to further research - One of the places
he gives is Winnitza for the metal-stamps of' Type 1a: this appears quite likely,
as Winni tza was one of the very few places in the district where metal-stamps
could have been produced} but its immediate proximity to Svenson' s choice (Zhmerinka),
stil 1 leaves some doubt as . to whether the metal.-stamps manufactured at Winni tza were
ac t ual 1y used at that place, or sent to neighbouring Zhmerinka for use there
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Mr ,Roberts points out how sheets displaying two different types used together, of'ten
prove disappointing in attempts at identif'ication of' the places of' origin of' the
various types" A possible explanation of these discrepancies may be that the
"correcting" types were applied at Zhmerinka ( or Winni tza) to incomplete sheets
received there from other centres for redistribution. This would also account for
the predominance of Type 1a "corrections".
Another important problem still unsolved after 35 years is the number of
handstamps constituting what is commonly called Type 1a. Although this type is by
far the commonest of the Podolian group, and is widely represented in all
collections of Ukraine, it does not appear to have received so f'ar the amount of
research it deserved. Mr.Roberts shares the convi.ction of most specialists that
several hand.stamps of' this type must have existed, and his treatment of the subject
is, to the knowledge of this reviewer the first bold attempt to bring Type 1 a to
the limelight, and attract to it the attention of the student o A full plate of
illustrations is devoted to this type, with no less than 25 carefully drawn
variations from the standard shape usually illustrated in the catalogueso While
some of these variations are no doubt the :result of the human factor at play, this
interesting plate contains several. shapes which could hardly have been produced from
the same metal-stamp, and the infonnation it gives should prove a most valuable
stepping-ground f'or a successf'ul hunt towards identification of the various
individual handstamps of this typeo The same plate illustrates aloo the "late
stage" of' Type 1a, which this reviewer regrets to see labelled "Neudruck"
The
word "Neudruck" (Reprint) will convey to collectors the impression that stamps
with this overprint were made after the issue had become obsolete, and as such are
not really of collectable rank" This debatable view was held in the 192Os by a
number of German students, to whom the only legitimate peri.od of use of the
Tridents was limited to the Skoropadsky Regime during the German Occupation, We
now know this was not the case: the Trident overprint continued to be applied
during 1919 not only in the areas still in the possession of some Ukrainian warlords (Petlyura, and others), of which Podolia was precisely the centre, but even
in some cities under Soviet occupation (like Kharkov, where many late prints were
made, and legitimately used on correspondence), Dro Seichter has coined a much
happier term for these post-Skoropadsky printings, he calls them "Spa.tdruck" (Late
Print)~ and this appellation appears more suitable to the actual. status of' the "late
stage" of' Type 1 a,
j

o

Another commendable initiative of' Mr.Roberts in Part IT is his method of
pricing in the Check~List: there can be no possible doubt that, with the only
ex:ception of Type 1 a.,, Podolian tridents are very much scarcer than those of' other
districts., and collectors everywhere will agree that stock books of' dealers confirm
this f'act. Under the circumstances. the very cheap prices at which certajn Podolian
stamps were listed in the German catalogues cay,.not be considered as realistic
except insofar as they may have reflected a lack of' interest, and therefore of
demand, f'rom German specialists, many of whom neglected the dif'ficul t Podol ian
group" The younger generation of' specialists holds no such e:x:clusive, and Mr Roberts
is therefore to be congratulated f'or readjusting the prices of' the cheaper
varieties to a more logical leveL
One point on which this reviewer disagrees with Mr,Roberts is where he
expresses the opinion that, out of' the 29 types ranging f'rom Type 1Oa to Type 1 6d;
few are distinct " Unless MrcRoberts ertends the meaning of' the word "few' to cover

the majority of these 29 types, his view appears far too pessimistic, and readers of
the book should soon find that, with the help of the descriptive text and of_ the very
accurate illustrations, most of these types can be identified, even when the
impression on the stamp is not perfect,
The second section covered by Part IT is Postal Stationery, a subject which,
as Mr.Roberts rightly points out, has been largely neglected so faro The types
listed in Part IV, and their classification by districts, coincide in the main
with Dr, Seichter' s authoritative monograph on this subject, but MroRoberts is
careful to stress that there is considerable difference of opinion on many points,
which is unavoidable where research is still in its earlier stages. In particular,
this reviewer woUld like to know whether the well-known limitations set by the
Ge:nnan experts of the 1920s in their definition of the lflegitimate" period of use
of the Tri.dents did not resUl t in the exclusion of some types ( such as si. ngle
hand.stamps of Kiev I or Kharkov I, additional to those listed), which may have been
used to Ukrainise postal stationery in 1919, or later. Our member, Mr.Torrey,
recently submitted a cover with gerru.ine postmarks of the Soviet occupation period,
which may conceivably belong to such a categoryo
To sum. up, "Ukrai.ne" Part IV fully maintains the high standard set by the
preceding sections of this work, and can be confidently recommended to all
collectors of Ukraine.
S.D.Tchilinghirian.

Wi.11 members please note that the Secretary' s address is unchanged

but the house number has been altered to 77A.
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BOOK REVTJ§vf
THE POST.AGE ST.AMPS OF ARMENIA, PART II

THE UNFRAMED H.P. MONOGRAMS
By SoDoTchilinphirian and P.ToAshford
I am always particularly interested when I hear of "something new' in
Philately . It shows up the spirit of enterprise which lies within the grasp of
evecy serious-minded collector. 3ome eighteen months ago I was IIIllch impressed by
a treatise on the Framed Monograms of .Armenia which crune into my po~session,
especially since I had myself collected these stamps for a number of years wi..thout
coming across any really reliable inf'ormation concerning them. Now a second section
of this treatise, dealing with the Unf'rruned Monograms, has reached me . These two
sections should really be treated as one, as the subject matter is so interconnected. Frankly, I am quite amazed at the amount of research contained in them
It is a well-known fact that provisional overprints frequently give rise to
speculations by forgers and other ruch unscrupulous persons, and we have long been
aware that the Armenian Monograms were no exception in this respect, but prior to
these publications I had failed to f'ind any assistance whatever to aid the oollector
in separating the "sheep" f'rom the "goats". Now Messrs.S.D.Tchilinghirian and
P .T .Ashford have combined what mist have been long hours of' study and examination
in the presentation to the philatelic wofld of these two little columns. I commend
them to all serious students of philately - especially to those who are interested
in unusual directions and untrodden fields, but I do so nevertheless not without a
certain am:>unt of trepidation: I have for long prided myself' not a little over
the extent of my collection, and (based on the earlier listings in the European
catalogues) on the percentage of "genuine" over "false", but upon perusal of
these latest publications I was somewhat shocked to f'ind what appears to be
undisputable evidence that several of the types originally understood to be genuine
now turn out not to be so! This, however, is to my mind one of the greatest
assets of' publications of' this nature. Catalogues as a rule dispose of the
existence of forgeries by footnote references, without going into detail and
without illustrations. Now we have both, and I fear quite a number of collectors
are going to be dismayed when they look again at their own collections! Notable in
the book is the presentation of details of' the Zangezur Provisionals hitherto
unrecorded, the chapter on the P.O. organisation of the republic with its list of'
P. 0 , s giving old names and present ones is exceedingly useful" We Illllst also
mention that the illustrations are a great advance on those shown in Part I and the
binding of the book is much better
I myself -shall have to spend much time in a
re-appraisal of' my own albums o We are promised a further section dealing vri th the
later "H H'' Monograms, about which even less infonnation is presently available ,
I feel that tl:.ere is more than an ordinacy debt of' gratitude due to the authors in
this connection, and that it is an honour to be penni tted to submit the results of
their studies under our Society's name " I hope their appeal for further
information will evoke a response from collectors of' this countcy.
Alex. S. Penn .
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